
ted. 
ted. and Local Stitch Hotel join forces for Seoul Design Week 

 

ted. is thrilled to announce an exciting collaboration with Local Stitch Hotel, a contemporary 

design-focused hotel nestled in the heart of Seoul, South Korea. ted. has worked its design 

magic to create a special, one-of-a-kind "ted. room" within the Local Stitch Hotel, offering an 

immersive experience that combines contemporary aesthetics with cutting-edge design 

concepts. This exclusive collaboration, set open its doors to public on October 27th, during 

Seoul Design Week this month, will run until November 3rd. 

 

ted. has been actively setting up collaborations with local Korean, Dutch, and other European 

designers, introducing a dynamic blend of design elements. The room will also feature 

carefully curated art pieces that add an additional layer of sophistication to the overall design. 

 

In an exciting twist, the "ted. room" will also include a carefully curated selection of vintage 

design pieces by renowned designers such as Joe Colombo, Pierre Paulin, and Mario Bellini. 

These thoughtfully chosen items will not only pay homage to design classics of the past but 

also serve as a source of inspiration for contemporary design enthusiasts. 

 

After the exhibition period ends on November 3rd, the "ted. room" will be available for 

bookings, allowing guests to experience the unique design and ambiance crafted by ted. on 

an ongoing basis. This presents an exciting opportunity for travelers and design enthusiasts 

to make the "ted. room" a part of their Seoul experience. 

 

ted. and Local Stitch Hotel invite the public, media, and design aficionados to attend the 

official opening of the "ted. room" on October 27th, where the unique collaboration will be 

unveiled. 

 

For those seeking to reserve the "ted. room" for their stay or for more information, please 

visit the Local Stitch Hotel website or contact their reservations department. 

 

Don't miss the chance to be a part of this extraordinary design journey as Ted. and Local 

Stitch Hotel redefine the boundaries of style and innovation in the vibrant city of Seoul. 

 

For media inquiries and further information, please contact: hello@tedamsterdam.nl 

 

https://www.instagram.com/localstitch/

